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Revenant
From above the depths a loon calls into the distance,
one last note on the last string of the lyre,
the cry of someone who has only half-returned
from the shades of the underworld with no one
beside him, a foot in this life & a foot still in the water.
When a loon calls from above the depths into the distance,
the next world’s soot-filled
are shaken from the branch,
the pomegranates of ashes split apart, the salt pillars
tremble. Someone who has only half-returned

from that world would recognize it, someone burned
by the voices in the fires, a foot still in the cinders.
When you call from the depths into the distance
above, it’s a lament for touch, your hand on her cheekbone,
on her thigh, for honeysuckle scent thick as silk on the air,
it’s the cry of someone who remembers wheat holding up the sun,

the
the
the
the

mouth-feel of cold cherries, the rain’s unending mantras,
moon’s horses a white wildfire on the sea. You’ll hear
loon calling to you in the depths from the glassy heavens,
cry of someone who will soon descend again.
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Lines for a Thirtieth Birthday
-for Jane
No one knew who had forgotten
the cake, but then someone said
something about the tiny cicadas
in the grasses after dark, the frail net

of sound wrapping round close,
insistent. It was because the band
never showed up, & the magician
was asking everyone about his lost
rabbit—one guest saw it as a metaphor
of some kind, but he didn’t mention
it again. What’s lost in the translation,
between voice & ear? You gather
only what the silence allows you to,
the poem a history of everything
you’ve been forbidden to think,
the names you promised never to

say. Time & light are the same
thing somewhere behind our backs,
said the unwanted guest, the shtick
of creation, but this caused confusion
among the rest of us, & it seemed
to have nothing to do with turning
thirty.
the phone was ringing,
the veal smoking, the entire mise

en scene different from all our
expectations. Just imagine tuning
the
piano, you
or begetting
the revolution with Fidel & Raul
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& the rest—this is the difficulty
of a new decade, the re-reinvention
of the self, & if there’s no candles
there’s no wish—je
vais pas nulle

part, you sighed. Well, the uninvited
might be slipping out with our best wine
& silverware, & the birthday song
they pounded out on the battered

keys sounded like half an accordion
strangling three
but before you
mention the student who thought
Alex’s song in 'Clockwork Orange’

was Beethoven’s ‘Night Symphony,’
& before you tell me that at the end
of every revolution a bewildered
king stumbles to the gallows at dawn,
I want to say that your two no's
pull out as one knotted scarf from
the magician’s mouth, & become
the yes the world dissolves into,
& I want to tell you about the high
passes in the mountains, the orange
prayer flags flapping in the wind,
a flag for
year of your life.
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